
 

Thank you for choosing The Clothing Bar to consign! 
 

Please understand that in order to accept an item in our store, we must be confident that we can sell 
it. Based on our experience we know what will and will not sell. We may agree that the dress you 

brought in is beautiful or those jeans are fabulous, but not consign it because we know it won’t sell. 
We find these to be the top reasons why we may not have accepted your items: 

1. Item(s) are not in good sellable condition 

We categorize this in to 4 sections; Pristine, Excellent, Very Good, and Good.  
Anything below good, will most likely not be accepted at all. 

Pristine: Items show no signs of being worn and tags are attached, or in original boxes. 

Excellent: Items are clearly unused, but tags are not attached or dust bags/boxes are not included. 

Very good: Items may show light signs of wear or laundering such as minor stains, snags or fading. 

Good: Items may show more prominent signs of wear or laundering such as moderate stains, snags, 
fading or discoloration. 

2. Item(s) are not found to be in current style 

Yes this is subjective to each and every person. Check our website for our “pinsperation” pin board 
which shows the types of styles we are looking for. We also list our top selling brands on our website 
as well that is worth checking out.  

3. Item(s) have stains, odors, discoloring and signs of wear.   

Clothing & apparel must be free of any stains, odors, discoloring, and noticeable signs of wear. The 
most common reasons we refuse items are due to deodorant stains, tiny holes, coffee stains, or 
stains inside pants. (hey, we’re all girls here). Other big culprits can be: 

Pills. We do not accept clothing with pills. If you take the time at home, a sweater shaver or even a 
razor will remove this. 

Stretched jeans. Check the crotch, or behind the butt for stretching. It usually looks wrinkly, or as if 
the elastic has stretched out. 

Items are not freshly cleaned or laundered.  Pull it out and run it through the washing machine in 
the same week you are bringing your clothing to consign. We do not wash anyone’s items. So be 
sure it smells fresh! 

 

 

 



4. Item(s) are not a fit for The Clothing Bar Boutique 

Every consignment store will accept different items to sell. You could bring the same bag of clothes to 
5 different stores, and we will all select a completely different pile of things to accept. It is worth 
asking us to return items to you, if you believe they can be sold elsewhere.   

5. Item(s) just simply won’t sell here. 

Sometimes items have been in the store in the past and never sold. Or sometimes we have multiple 
of the same items and can’t bring in too many of the same thing. Sometimes it’s simply a gut instinct 
as to what we think our customers will purchase here, and knowing our current inventory. 

 

 

Please check our website for further information on specific brands and items that sell best in store, 
and specific items that we do not accept at all. If you have any questions please do let us know. We 
are here to help.  

www.clothingbarboutique.ca 

 


